POLYMARINE PVC

Adhesive Products

3026 PVC Adhesive, 2 Part, 250ml Tin.
A PVC Inflatable Boat Adhesive. PLEASE NOTE:- For a complete bond
2903 solvent must be used before the adhesive is applied. * Solvent
based polyurethane adhesive giving excellent adhesion to both
plasticised and unplasticised PVC * Used in conjunction with 3695
curing agent will bond a wide variety of surfaces including PVC, nylon fabric, polyurethane fabric and foam * Use for repair of all PVC
inflatables including Zodiac/Bombard “Dynalon” and “Strongon”
fabrics and Narwhal/Valiant “Hypertex” * Easy to mix two part
supplied in sets with requisite amount of curing agent * Can be
used as a single part for quick temporary repairs * Easy to apply
with a stiff, cut down brush * Contact bonds
in 10-15 minutes, full cure 48 hours * Shelf
life – as per date on unopened tin. Mixed adhesive has a pot life of 3-4 hours * Coverage
using 2 coats, 1 litre bonds 1 square metre
* Primer- Solvent 2903 necessary as primer
before applying adhesive for maximum bond
* Used by life raft service stations and major
manufacturers.

Not sure if your Tubes are PVC or Hypalon?

If you’re about to repair tubes or apply patches, it’s essential
to know what fabric your inflatable’s sponsons are made
from. It’s very important to use the correct adhesive for
either the PVC or Hypalon material.

There is a guide to fabric identification on-line:-

POLYMARINE

PVC Adhesive
User Guide

http://www.polymarine.com/advice/pvc-or-hypalon/

Polymarine PVC Adhesive, 1 Part, 70ml Tube
PLEASE NOTE :- For a complete bond 2903 solvent must be used
before the adhesive is applied. * Solvent based polyurethane adhesive giving excellent adhesion to both plasticised and unplasticised PVC nylon fabric, polyurethane fabric and foam * Use for repair of all PVC inflatables including Zodiac/Bombard “Dynalon” and
“Strongon” fabrics and Narwhal/Valiant “Hypertex” * Easy to use as
a single part glue for quick and temporary repair * Contact bonds
in 10-15 minutes, full cure 48 hours
* Primer- Solvent 2903 necessary as
primer before applying adhesive. For
maximum bond Polymarine 2 part
adhesives are recommended for larger and permanent repairs.
2903 Solvent Primer For PVC Fabrics - 500ml.
A primer to degrease and prepare PVC surfaces before
adhering * Use sparingly with a soft cloth, evaporates
quickly * Suitable for reactivating applied adhesive *
Contains Butanone (MEK) * Suitable for cleaning brushes * Supplied in 500ml and 1 litre metal containers with
screw top.

PVC Boat Fabric.
PVC Fabric for repairing damaged
tubes and floors. Choose from: Black,
Grey, Orange, Red, White and Blue
A. PVC outer layers; Abrasion resistance,
Marine environment resistance, Chemical Resistance.
B. Inner high polyester fabric: Dimensional Stability,
Tensile strength, Tear resistance
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Repair & Patch PVC Tubes
Adhere Patches, D Rings
& Rubber Accessories

Pic: Polymarine
Professional PVC
Repair Kit,
plus Smoother

(cut down to 20-25mm bristle.)

(rubbing down)

IMPORTANT:
Before you start any gluing please note:- your workplace
needs to be well ventilated, warm and dry. If the air is too
humid don’t try to use the adhesive as it will bloom. Do not
use a gas fire or naked flame heat source as the solvents
are highly flammable. Do not use the adhesive if it has been
mixed for more than 4 hours.

REPAIRING A HOLE:
If the damage to your tube
is more than 75mm in any
direction an ‘inside patch’
needs to be applied. The
procedure is the same as
for an Outside Patch but is
made more difficult because
you are working on the inside of the tube.

5. Leave to dry for at least six hours.
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MIXING:
Mix adhesive with Curative at the ratio of 25:1
The Curative supplied is in ratio with the adhesive, so half
the curative and half the tin will also be 25:1

6 Hours
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6. When dry, pump up the chamber and check for air leaks.
The inside patch should be air tight.
OUTSIDE PATCH:
7. With the tube inflated prepare the outside of the tube
and your outside patch. Using masking tape around the
patch leaving about a 3mm gap to allow for stretch in the
material, will ensure adhesive will not overlap.

75mm
30mm

INSIDE PATCH:
1. Mark out and cut your material to size. This should be
big enough to cover the damage plus 30mm on every side.
Make sure that all the corners are rounded.

8. Mix rest of adhesive with cure. Wipe fabric surface with
the solvent, continue to wipe
the solvent until the fabric
becomes sticky / slimy – at
which time apply first thin
layer of adhesive, leave for
30 minutes, apply second
thin coat of adhesive.

2. Using your cloth wipe the surface of the patch and the
tube that is going to have the adhesive on with the 2903 solvent. Allow the solvent to flash off and wipe over again, until
the surface becomes tacky and ready for first layer of glue.

9. Bring surfaces together
after about 5 mins whilst still
tacky. Rub down from the
centre of patch outwards

with your Rubbing Smoother. Check that all the edges
are stuck down. You must
make sure that there is no
air trapped between the surfaces. Remove the tape and
rub off any excess adhesive.
If the adhesive is left on it
will turn brown.
10. If the adhesive has
flashed off and it’s not sticking correctly, gently warm the area with a hair drier or a hot
air gun and push down with your Rubbing Smoother.
11. Leave to dry for at least six hours
before putting pressure in the tube.
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• Lint free cloth
• PVC material
• Masking tape
• Polythene
• Smoother

4. Brush on a second coat of
adhesive to both surfaces.
With the inside patch lay a
piece of polythene onto the adhesive, so it can be rolled
up and put through the hole ( this will stop it sticking in
the wrong place ). Place inside the tube and put into position, remove polythene. Work one side down with your
smoother, pressing hard,
then work the other side.
Work from the middle to the
outside of the patch. You
must make sure that there is
no air trapped between the
surfaces. Please note:- the
adhesive is a contact type, as
soon as it touches the other
surface it will stick. Make
sure that the patch is in the
correct position before the
surfaces come into contact.
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Materials needed:• 2903 pvc primer and cleaner
• 3026 two part adhesive
• Paint brush

3. Mix half of the adhesive
& cure (3026 two part adhesive) as directed on the
tin. Brush onto the surfaces
thinly, the surface should
look wet. Allow the adhesive
to dry for at least 30 minutes.

6 Hours

Full cure 48 hours.
Maximum Bond Strength 7 days.
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Making Repairs with
PVC Adhesive
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D-Ring Patches
& Rubber Accessories
PVC PATCHES are applied as the previous instructions.
RUBBER PATCHES and other accessories made from “rubber” type materials can be stuck to PVC fabric and tubes as
long as they are ‘Primed First’ with Hypalon Adhesive.
Note:

PVC Adhesive does NOT stick to Rubber.
PVC Adhesive DOES stick to Hypalon Adhesive.
Hypalon Adhesive DOES stick to Rubber.

Simply priming the rubber components with Hypalon Adhesive will then allow a successful bond with PVC adhesive.
Method: First abrade surface of the rubber component,
then clean and coat with a thin layer of Hypalon adhesive
(2990) as a primer. After priming, the PVC Adhesive is used
as instructions above.
RUBBER COMPONENT
TO PVC TUBE.
PRIME THE RUBBER WITH
HYPALON ADHESIVE.

WOODEN COMPONENT
TO BE PRIMED WITH
HYPALON ADHESIVE.
(STICKS TO WOOD TOO)

PVC COMPONENT TO
WOODEN TRANSOM.
PRIMED WITH HYPALON.
FIXED WITH PVC ADHESIVE.

